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I have been a linux guy ever cince the pre 1.0 release days. I cut my teeth after the home PC on a real os with a login to
a local BBS as an admin on a Unix machine, a Cromemco running Cromix. I moved to Xenix and discovered how a
real OS was compared to the toy that dos was. So when linux came around I was all over it. Up until 5 years ago I
always had a *nix machine. But about 5 years ago Linux became "unusable" for me at home. Video editing was my
new hobby and you simply cant edit video on Linux. the apps out there at that time and even now are an utter joke and
useless for anything but cutting together your home video. I needed composting ,real editing , real soundtrack software
and graphics software. so I migrated to the Apple world and lost sight of Linux.
I've used linux though for the past 2 years with XBMC on a dedicated media center pc in the living room, that works
fantastic, in fact it works better than the Windows XP Media Center edition running every one of the media center apps
available. I spent a year trying to get a media center in the house that was family friendly... only XBMC was able to
deliver... but that was then, this is now. I dig up an old PC from the basement and downloaded the latest ubuntu. I
haven't tried Linux on the desktop for quite a while. My favorite was mandrake before they went all greedy, The one
that was dearest to my heart has always been Slackware... but that has never been "easy to use" but more of a hot-rod
dragster Linux. It's time for a linux test run just to test the hardware out. Boy was I surprised.
Ubuntu's install is now incredibly simple [2]
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